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JOHNSON POCKET DOOR HARDWARE

Johnson Hardware’s® Pocket Door Hardware is designed to offer maximum space saving characteristics for 
a multitude of applications. Pocket Doors are particularly well suited for dining rooms, master bathrooms, 

wardrobes, kitchens or anywhere floor space is at a premium. The use of a pocket door will free up 
previously unusable wall and floor space with a clean and modern appearance.



madero.ca

SASKATOON
T 1.800.667.6977   F 1.306.934.7644

WINNIPEG
T 1.800.667.6977   F 1.204.594.0201

CALGARY
T 1.800.667.6977   F 1.403.204.7665

JOHNSON 1500 SERIES 
POCKET DOOR HARDWARE

Johnson’s 1500 Series is easily assembled, structurally strong and is designed for 
fast installation in standard 2 x 4 stud walls typically sheeted with drywall. This 
versatile frame can be adapted for use in thicker walls or cut down to accept any 
smaller size door. Optional kit available for 1-3/4” doors.

Door Size: 36” x 80” x 1-3/8”  |  Max Door Weight: 200 lb   |  Wall Thickness: 4-9/16”

Removable Track. Track has keyhole slots for easy removal 
without tearing out walls. Box design prevents rollers from 
jumping track. Convex rails provide one-point wheel contact 
for smoothness and dirt traps for free rolling. 

 Tricycle Hangers. Tri-design insures all wheels carry weight 
equally. Smooth rolling, balanced wheels ride with minimum 
friction on convex track rails. A “flip-of-a-clip” separates 
hangers from doors for easy door removal. The 1500 uses a 
1” diameter wheel. 

 Self Adjusting Floor Anchors. Long vertical fingers slide 
into split studs. This allows for settling of floor without 
disturbing horizontal alignment of and header and track. 
Plates can be nailed or cemented to floor.  

 Steel Wrapped Upright Studs. Split jamb and stud uprights 
have full steel sides and backs to provide maximum rigidity 
for wall material and restricts nails from penetration into 
pocket. Slots allow room for easy nailing of trim stops. 

Converging Door Kit 
Specifically designed to join 2 pocket door frames 
together for converging door applications.

1-3/4” Door Adaptor Kit
Use this adaptor kit to allow the 1500 Series Frame  
accept 1-3/4” thick doors.

1060 Soft Close Kit
Makes your sliding doors close softly, quietly and 
securely. For use on doors up to 200lbs.

ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES

FEATURES

For 1-1/8” to
 1-3/4” Doors

Rough Opening  
(w x h)

2/0 x 6/8 49” x 84-1/2”

2/4 x 6/8 57” x 84-1/2”

2/6 x 6/8 61” x 84-1/2”

2/8 x 6/8 65” x 84-1/2”

3/0 x 6/8 73” x 84-1/2”
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